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WRITTEN AMENDMENT

(Amendment under the provision of

Section 11 of the Law)

To Examiner of the JPO : Mr. FUJII Noboru

1. Indication of International Application :

PCT/ JP2 0 0 5/0 050 83

2 . Applicant

Name: NOK CORPORATION

Address: 12-15, Shibadaimon 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo

105-8585 JAPAN

Nationality : JAPAN

Residence: JAPAN

3 . Agent

Name: (7120) Patent Attorney NOMOTO Yoichi

Address : NOMOTO INTERNATIONAL PATENT OFFICE

Terao Building, 8-4, Nishi-Shinbashi

2 -chome, Minato-ku,

Tokyo 105-0003 JAPAN

4. Objects of Amendment

Specification and Claims

5 . Amendment Content

( 1 ) ''A stationary side sealing element which is fixed

- - - - and has a seal lip; - - - - installed on the rotation

side" from the 11*"^ line to the 12^^ line in page 2 of the

specification shall be amended to read as follows:
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''a stationary side sealing element which has an

attachment ring f ixed - - - - and a seal ring having a seal

lip integrally formed with the attachment ring and

positioned at the inner side of an engine from an end part

thereof at the atmosphere side; - - - - installed on the

rotation side - - - - extending to have a disc shape from

an end part at the inside of the engine"

(2) ''Is attached to the rotation side sealing element,

is positioned at the atmosphere side from a sealing and

sliding section between the seal lip and the seal flange,

and is positioned at the inner peripheral side of the

stationary side sealing element." from the 13^^ line to

the 15^*" line in page 2 of the specification shall be amended

to read as follows:

"has a flange positioned at the inner peripheral side

of the stationary side sealing element, fitted to an end

part at the opposite side of the seal flange in the rotation

side sealing element, and extended to have a disc shape,

and a magnetized rubber disc adhered on an outside surface

of the flange."

(3) "Is provided on the atmosphere side from the

sealing and sliding section between the stationary side

sealing element and the rotation side sealing element . So

,

- - - - the sealing device." from the 19^*" line to the 20*^^

line in page 2 of the specification shall be amended to
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read as follows:

''is fitted to the end part at the opposite side of

the seal flange in the rotation side sealing element, that

is, provided at the atmosphere side from the sealing and

sliding section between the seal lip of the stationary side

sealing element and the seal flange of the rotation side

sealing element. So, - - - - the sealing and sliding

section .

"

(4) ''A stationary side sealing element (12) which is fixed

- - - - and has a seal lip (12d) ; - - - - installed on the

rotation side (2)" from 1^^ line to the 2""*^ line of Claim

in page 10 shall be amended to read as follows:

''a stationary side sealing element which has an attachment

ring (11) fixed - - - - and a seal ring (12) having a seal

lip (12d) integrally formed with the attachment ring (11)

and positioned at the inner side of an engine from an end

part thereof at the atmosphere side; - - - - installed on

the rotation side (2) - - - - extending to have a disc shape

from an end part at the inside of the engine"

.

(5) "Is attached to the rotation side sealing element

(14) , is positioned at the atmosphere side from a sealing

and sliding section (S) between the seal lip (12d) and the

seal flange (14b), and is positioned at the inner peripheral

side of the stationary side sealing element (12) from

3^"^ line to the 5^^ line of Claim in page 10 shall be amended
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to read as follows

:

"has a flange (151b) positioned at the inner

peripheral side of the stationary side sealing element,

fitted to an end part at the opposite side of the seal flange

(14b) in the rotation side sealing element (14) , and

extended to have a disc shape, and a magnetized rubber disc

(152) adhered on an outside surface of the flange (151b)

(6) ''The inner peripheral surface of the stationary

side sealing element (12)" from 6^^ line to the 7*"^ line

of Claim in page 10 shall be amended to read as follows:

"the inner peripheral surface of the stationary side

sealing element"

6. List of attached document

Page 2 and Page 2/1 of the specification, and claim in

page 10
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